We prove the strong normalisation for any PTS, provided the existence of a certain -set A * (s) for every sort s of the system. The properties veri ed by the A * (s)'s depend of the axiom and rules of the type system.
We can now state some elementary syntactic results. The proofs are quite similar to their counter-parts for usual PTSs and they are often simpli ed by to the presence of labels. We therefore do not detail the proofs; actually, all the following lemmas are proved by inductuin over the structure of the corresponding derivation. For matters of space, we also only state the results which will be necessary in the rest of the paper.
Lemma 1 (Free Variables) Given any derivable judgement ?`t : T, every free variable of t or T is bound in ?.
Lemma 2 (Subterms) Any subterm of any derivable judgement is well-formed. Lemma 3 (Substitution) Given the two following derivable judgements:
?; x : A; `t : T and ?`u : A there exists a derivation of:
?; x n u]`t x n u] : T x n u]:
Provided, of course there is no other binding occurrence of x in ; in this case, we have:
?; x n u]`t : T: Lemma 4 (Weakening) Given the two following derivable judgements ?; `t : T and ?À : s, there exists a derivation of ?; x : A; `t : T for any variable x which is not free in , t and T. ?`t 0 : T and ? 0`t : T:
3 Structures for the interpretation 3.1 -sets
As mentioned before, one of the main steps of this work will be to interpret each type of the system by a -set. This section is devoted to the de nition of this notion, and is therefore largely inspired by the work of Altenkirch 1] .
De nition 4 (Atomic terms) A term is said to be atomic if it is of the form app xn:An:Bn (: : :(app x 1 :A 1 :B 1 (P; Q 1 ); : : :; Q n )
with P of one of the following forms: s, x, (x : A)B. We write AT for the set of atomic terms.
The following is essentially Tait -and j = a relation between X 0 and the set of terms: j = X 0 T .
The elements of X 0 are called the carriers of X and X 0 is the carrier-set. The terms M such that M j = X for some 2 X 0 are called the realizers of (or more generally the realizers of X).
Another way to view a -set is that it is a family of sets of terms indexed over X 0 .
Notation If X is a -set, we write X 0 for its rst component and j = X for the second. De nition 7 (saturated -set) A -set X is said to be saturated if and only if: 3. For every 2 X 0 , the set of realizers of is closed by reverse head -expansion, i.e. veri es the condition 3 of de nition 5: 8(A; B; P) 2 SN : app xn:An:Bn (: : :(app x 1 :A 1 :B 1 (M x n P]; Q 1 ); : : :; Q n ) j = X =) app xn:An:Bn (: : :(app x 1 :A 1 :B 1 (app x:A:B ( x:A:B x:M; P); Q 1 ); : : :; Q n ) j = X . Remark If a -set is saturated, the set of its realizers is a saturated set.
This means we can also see a saturated -set as a saturated set of terms with some additional information given by the carriers.
Notation Let X be a -set. We write x < X for x 2 X 0 . De nition 8 ( -morphism) Let X and Y be two -sets. A morphism p from X to Y is a function p : X 0 ! Y 0 such that M j = X f =) M j = Y p(f). De nition 9 ( -isos) Let X and Y be two -sets. An -iso p from X to Y is a one-to-one function p : X 0 ! Y 0 such that M j = X f () M j = Y p(f).
E-sets
A usual di culty when building a model of a typed -calculus is to restrict the size of the function spaces, in order not to \get lost in a sea of set-theoretic functions" (Girard) . One radical possibility is to assume the existence of inaccessible cardinals; here, we prefer to avoid this by de ning a ner structure on our -sets using adapted equivalence relations. The underlying idea should appear more clearly in the next sections. For a rst reading, it is possible to forget about the details of these relations.
Hereafter we give ourselves a xed set E which will index the equivalence relations.
De nition 10 (E-set) An E-set A is a set of -sets which, for every i 2 E, is enriched with: Proof We separate the proofs of the three conditions:
1. If M j = (X;Y ) f, we know there exists < X such that (for example) x j = X . Thus app x:x:x (M; x) j = Y f( ) which implies that M is strongly normalizable.
2. For any < X, we know there exists a carrier Y of Y which is realized by any atomic strongly normalizable term. We de ne f as the function which to any < X associates Y . 
The required properties on the equivalence relations Condition 3 (collapsed products) if i 2 E and (s 1 ; s 2 ; s 3 ) 2 R, then given any elements X; X 0 2 A * (s 1 ) and Y ; Y 0 2 A * (s 2 ) respectively indexed by < X and 0 < X 0 : In other words, the sort in * s , respectively + s , may simply be seen as a simple annotation. We de ne for any -iso # (X;Y ) the inverse -iso " (X;Y ) such that " (X;Y ) # (X;Y ) = Id (X;Y ) and # (X;Y ) " (X;Y ) = Id # (X;Y ) .
The Interpretation
This section follows the usual pattern of reducibility proofs. For any derivable judgement, we will de ne an interpretation. Like in 1], the interpretation of a type will be a -set and the interpretations of its terms will be carriers of this -set. Strong normalization being assured by the fact that every well-typed term realizes its interpretation. From now on, the main work will be to state and prove the soundness of our interpretation. The strong normalization will follow quite easily, as it is usual in reducibility proofs. Which is a quite immediate consequence of the clauses 6, 7 and 8 of the induction hypothesises above, of condition 3(2() and of de nition 12.
De nition

Subject reduction properties
Conv
The judgement is ?`M : B; we prove clause 1. Applied to the premises, the induction hypothesis The proposition 8i 2 E :
is already an induction hypothesis. 
Strong Normalisation
Universe Constructions for Di erent Type Systems
De nition 16 (degenerated -sets) A -set X is said to be degenerated if X 0 is a singleton fCg where C is a saturated set of terms and M j = X C () M 2 C:
There is of course a trivial one-to-one correspondence between saturated degenerated -sets and saturated sets of terms. Remark The family of degenerated -sets is a set.
Any non empty set X can be viewed as a -set J(X) whose indexes are the elements of X and such that
Hereafter we usually identify the set X and the (saturated) -set J(X).
6.1 System F Girard's system F, also called second order -calculus is de ned as a PTS by: S f ; 2g A f( ; 2)g R f( ; ; ); (2; ; )g Here, the set E is empty, which means that we do not care about the relations. For every sort s we take A * (s) = A + (s) = A(s) and thus * s =+ s = Id A * (s) . We de ne A( ) as the set of saturated degenerated -sets ; the set A(2) 0 is the singleton fA( )g. 
CC
The Calculus of Construction which extends system F is de ned as a PTS by: S f ; 2g A f( ; 2)g R f( ; ; ); (2; ; ); ( ; 2;2);(2;2;2)g Our model extends the model of system F. We use a singleton set E = f1g to treat the rule (2; 2; 2) inside set theory. For every sort s we take A * (s) = A + (s) = A(s) and thus * s =+ s = Id A * (s) . A( ) is the set of saturated degenerated -sets. A(2) is constructed as the union of all level n for n 2 ! + , where ! + is the set of strictly positive natural numbers.
1. level 1 is the singleton fA( )g, 2. level n is de ned as the union of all level k for 1 k n, 3 . X 2 level m and Y 2 level n for any < X: then p = max(m; n) + 1, or X 2 A * ( ) and Y 2 level n for any < X: then p = n + 1. 2. as the identity (X; Y ) = # (X; Y ) for the rules ( ; 2 i ; 2 i ) and (2 j ; 2 k ; 2 m ) with m = max(k; m).
Again, the -iso # (X;Y ) does only depend on X and Y since A * ( ) and the A * (2 i )'s are all disjoint.
Let us check the conditions on our model. 
System U ?
It is well-known that Girard's system U ? yields non-normalizable terms, and thus we cannot nd a collection of A * (s) tting its rules. However, it is reassuring to check that the rules do not allow the usual model construction.
As a PTS, system U ? is de ned with three sorts R f ; 2; 4g and the following axioms and rules: A = f( ; 2); (2; 4)g and R = f( ; ; ); (2; ; ); (2; 2; 2);(4;2;2)g.
The three rst rules are exactly the rules of system F ! . The last one however is obviously problematic: because of the second axiom, we need to have completed the construction of A(2) in order to de ne A(4), on the other hand, because of the last rule, we need to quantify over all elements of A(4) while constructing A(2). It is obviously not possible to break this vicious circle. In other words, we see how polymorphism cannot be authorized for higher sorts.
Cyclic F
The following PTS does not seem more expressive than system F. It might however be worth noting that it ts easily in our pattern. A = f( ; 2); (2; )g and R = f( ; ; ); (2; ; )g A( ) is the -set of degenerated -sets. A * (2) is the singleton A( ). A + (2) is a degenerated -set. It is easy to nish the proof.
The following results are quite immediate: t = t 0 =) jjtjj = l jjt 0 jj t = l t 0 =) jjtjj = l jjt 0 jj ?`t : T =) jj?jj`l jjtjj : jjTjj.
But we are mainly interested in the reverse assertion, i.e. theorem 4. Since we do not want to get lost in technical details without much interest, we make the following assumption.
Assumption If the judgements ?`l t : T and ?`l t : T 0 are derivable, then T = l T 0 .
The rst thing to check is:
Lemma 15 Let ?`t : T and ?`t 0 : T 0 be two derivable (tight) judgements. If jjtjj = l jjt 0 jj, then t = t 0 . Proof Thanks to strong normalization, we might restrict ourselves to the case were t and t 0 are both normal. Thanks to previous results, this implies that jjtjj = jjt 0 jj. We know that (x n : A n )B n and (x 0 n : A 0 n )B 0 n ) are both correct types for y in jj?jj. They are therefore convertible and the induction hypothesis applies. We also know that jjM n jj = jjM 0 n jj and may apply the induction hypothesis. We iterate these two steps n times to conclude t = t 0 .
Theorem 4 Given a derivable judgement ?`l t : T, there exists a derivable judgement `u : V such that jj jj = ?, jjujj = t and jjV jj = T.
Proof By induction over the derivation. All steps are straightforward but the conversion rule, which is taken care by the previous lemma.
Corollary 2 If ?`l t : T is derivable, then t and T are strongly normalizing with respect to l .
Conclusion
We hope that this work might shed some new light on the interaction between model construction and strong normalization, which is the syntactical approach to logical consistency. We realize that the de nition of the interpretation, as well as the construction of the universes for particular systems is complicated by the presence of the equivalence relations in the A * (s). This seems the price to pay for avoiding the use of inaccessible cardinals. We however conjecture that inaccessible cardinals are necessary to prove normalization for more powerful theories, for instance when adding full inductive types to ECC. This leads to possible directions for future work: Give a clean categorical setting to this work, since most of the constructions seem to be of categorical nature.
Extend this approach to other theories, especially to inductive types. Understand to what extent these construction might be used for more traditional applications of models, like consistency for additional axioms (excluded middle, choice) or new reductions.
